Denote by 2 the class of all fields K which have the following property: For any nonvoid absolutely irreducible variety V defined by equations over K, the set of points of V rational over K is not empty.
For any prime p denote by F p the field with p elements. Then it follows from the Riemann hypothesis for curves [l ] that if £F = JÏF P /D is a nonprincipal ultra-product of the F p then £FE2 (see [2, Theorem 6] ). On the other hand, it follows from the Hubert Nullstellensatz that if K is an algebraically closed field then if £2. In particular it follows that the algebraic closure of Q (the field of rational numbers), Q 9 belongs to 2. It is therefore natural to ask whether or not SFr\@£2. Ax gave a counterexample in [3, §14] , showing that this is not always the case. One can then ask whether Ax's example is the exception or the rule. We shall see, however, that Ax's example is exceptional and that in general, $C\Q does belong to 2. To be more precise denote by Q(a) the fixed field in Q of an automorphism aEQ(Q/Q) (Q(Q/Q) is the Galois group of Q over Q). Ax showed ([2, Theorem 5]) that for every nonprincipal ultra-product SF of the F p there exists a £ $(Q/Q) such that &r\Q = Q(a), and conversely, for each o*E9(Ö/(?) there exists a nonprincipal ultra-product £F of the F p such that $r\Q^Q(o). What we shall in fact prove is that for almost all a £ $(Q/Q) (in the sense of Haar measure), Q(o-)£2. More generally, let k be a field of characteristic zero. Denote by fa the normalized Haar measure defined on Q(h/k) with respect to the Krull topology. For any positive integer 5 denote by J4 the product measure defined on ç>(h/k) 9 . Then the following theorem is true.
THEOREM. If k is a denumerable Hilbertian field of characteristic zero, then for almost all (<ri
Since it is well known that Q is a Hilbertian field (see e.g. The theorem follows from the lemmas given below. AH fields are assumed to be of characteristic zeio. LEMMA 
If Kis a finite extension of afield k then
This corresponds to the well-known fact that for finite algebraic extension K/k, the index of the subgroup §(k/K) in the group 9(1/*) is [if:*].
DEFINITION. An infinite sequence [Kt]^ of extensions of a field K is said to be "linearly disjoint over K" if every finite subsequence is linearly disjoint over K, or, equivalently, if for every i^l the field Ki+i is linearly disjoint from K\K% • • • Ki over K.
If the sequence {Ki/K}^ is linearly disjoint over K then the subsets {$(K/Ki)}Z ml of %(J£/K) are independent in the probabilistic sense. From this fact it is not difficult to deduce the following lemma. 
• ,a n _i,X n ) then the field K(a n ) will be linearly disjoint from L over K. So we can construct our desired sequence by induction.
Let Vi t V2 be two algebraic sets defined over a finite extension K of k in the same space. Denote by 2# (V%, -V2) the set of all (<7i, • • • ,<r«) &S(k/K) ê for which there exists a point rational over kfa, ---, <r B ) which belongs to V\ but not to F 2 .
Lemmas 2 and 3 yield the following result. It may be noted that the theorem can be generalized to fields of arbitrary characteristic by considering the separable closure of a field instead of its algebraic closure.
